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Abstract 
Image compression technology is to compress the redundancy between the pixels to reduce the 

transmission broadband and storage space by using the correlation of the image pixels. Fuzzy neural 
network effectively integrates neural network technology and fuzzy technology; combines learning, self-
adaptivity, imagination and identity and uses rule-based reasoning and fuzzy information processing in the 
nodes; thus greatly improving the transparency of fuzzy neural network. This paper mainly investigates the 
applications of fuzzy neural network in image compression and realizes the image compression and 
reconstruction of fuzzy neural network. It is demonstrated in the simulation experiment that the image 
compression algorithm based on fuzzy neural network has significant advantages in training speed, 
compression quality and robustness. 
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1. Introduction 

Image compression technology refers to the method using as less as possible bits to 
represent the image signal from the signal source and possibly reducing such resource 
consumption occupied by the image data as the frequency bandwidth, storage space and 
transmission time etc., so as to transmit and store the image signals [1]. The main purpose of 
image compression is to eliminate the redundant information of images, including encoding 
redundancy, redundancy between pixels and psychological visual redundancy information [2]. In 
past decades, studies on the image compression have obtained the rapid development, and 
many effective algorithms have occurred,and compression standards such as JPEG, JPEG2000 
and MPEG have been formed. In order to further compress images, we can start from two 
aspects: one is the use of vision system feature with the human eye as "final consumer" of the 
image information. The image compression based on human visual characteristics increasingly 
becomes the feature for people to study, and because of the complexity of the visual system, at 
present, there still exist a lot of unknown areas to be explored in this field. The second is the 
development of new compression tools and more intelligent algorithms. Owing to the excellent 
performance, there still exist a lot of room for the artificial neural network to be applied in the 
field of image compression [3]. 

Neural network almost is involved in every aspect of image processing, such as image 
segmentation, image enhancement, image pattern recognition, image restoration and image 
compression etc. Almost every kind of neural network can be directly or indirectly applied to the 
image compression, and the range of applications includes all sorts of damaged coding method 
or some key steps of these methods. What lot of neural network model realizes is a 
mathematical mapping from input space to the output space.The is omorphism between the 
image compression coding and neural network on the mathematical nature determines the fact 
that the neural network must have extensive application in the image compression codingfield 
[4]. 

This paper firstly studies the theoretical basis and algorithm of the image compression, 
and then constructs the fuzzy neural network model and implementing steps of this algorithm, 
and finally under the Matlabenvironment, conducts the image compression and reconstruction 
through the experimental simulation. By comparative analysis, the algorithm in this paper has 
good convergence speed and high accuracy, effectively avoiding the defect existing in the 
image compression algorithm by the traditional neural network and improving the compression 
performance and the subjective quality of reconstructed image. 
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2. Basic Theory of Image Compression 
2.1. Image compression mechanism 

Because there are usually a large amount of data redundancy in the digital image, so 
it's possible to compress it to reduce the data representing the image, thus being convenient to 
store and transmit the image. Digital image is a two-dimensional functionsampled and 
quantified, and usually a two-dimensional real matrix is used to represent an image. 

Take the image ( , )f x y  samplingfor example, sample M N,  times in the horizontal and 

vertical direction respectively, arrange these data into one matrix according to the relative 
position of sampling point and also quantify each elementso as to get a numerical matrix. This 
matrix can be used to replace the function ( , )f x y , that is to say, the digital image can be 

expressed by a matrix. Matrix element is called digital image pixel or pixel element. 
Representation form is as shown in formula1: 
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In which, ( , )lf i j  represents the pixel value quantified. 

If the sampling points are ,M N  and the quantified level is 2nQ  , digits required to 

store a digital image is: 
 
B M N n                                                                                                       (2) 
 
Image compression is to handle the numerical matrix and represent this numerical 

matrix with fewer data. Different amount of data are shown in different ways in terms of images, 
because different representation will produce data redundancy with different degree, and the 
purpose of image compression is to reduce these redundancy as soon as possible. As usual, 
there exist three basic data redundancy for the digital image: pixel redundancy, mental vision 
redundancy and encoding redundancy. When one or more of these three types of redundancy is 
reduced or eliminated, the image data compression will be realized [5]. 

 
 

2.2. Image compression problem analysis 
For images, if quick or real-time transmission and large storage are required, the image 

data should be compressed. Under the equal communication capacity, if the image data is 
transmitted after the compression, more image information will be transmitted and also the 
communication ability will be enhanced. Image compression research is to find ways of high 
compression ratio and ensure that the compressed image has appropriate signal-to-noise ratio, 
and original signal should be restored after the compressed transmission, and besides, during 
the compression, transmission and restoration process, it is required that the image distortion 
shall be small so as to classify and recognize images easily. 

The reason why images can be compressed lies in that the data volume of the original 
image is much greater than effective information amount it offers. That is to say, the original 
image data file contains a large number of redundancy and irrelevancy information. If D  is used 
to represent the data volume and du  the redundancy amount, the effective information amount 
I  provided by the image is: 

 
I D du                                                                                                        (3) 

 
Usually the original image data is clear, and the redundancy is changing which varies 

according to the image using purpose. Difference between the "redundancy information" and " 
irrelevancy information” can be simply understood in this way: redundancy information is the 
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recurring information and its deletion exerts no loss to the original information; while the deletion 
of the irrelevancy information exerts some influence on the original information and does not 
affect the understanding of the information content under limiting conditions. But usually there is 
no need to accurately distinguish these two concepts. The algorithm only deleting the 
redundancy information is called "lossless compression", and it can fully restore original file 
according to the compressed file, but the lossless compression algorithm is lower in the 
compression. The algorithm deleting irrelevancy information is called "lossy compression”, and 
it can only approximately restore the original file based on the compressed file, and its 
compression is very higher. Lossy compression can be adopted in most images according to 
the “fidelity" rule, and the lossless compression is only applied in some special conditions. 
Therefore, strategies shall be properly selected in line with the goal to win the largest benefit [6]. 

If 1n  is used to represent the former data amount of one image and 2n  the compressed 

data amount, the compression ratio rC  is defined as: 

 

1 2/rC n n                                                                                                      (4) 

 
The redundancy amount dR  can be expressed as: 

 
1 1/dR C                                                                                                (5) 

 
From a technical point of view, there are two ways to compress images. One is to 

reduce the total data amount being transmitted or stored by decreasing redundancy generated 
by each related image pixel, such as using discrete cosine transform (DCT) to reduce the 
correlation among data, and then keep the main component, thus reducing the amount of data. 
The other is to determine the appropriate coding schemes according to the dynamic data range 
and its occurrence frequency of, determine, and to realize the compression by arranging 
properly coding bits occupied by different data to reduce the overall bits required [7]. 

 
 

3. Fuzzy Neural Network 
3.1. Introduction to fuzzy neural network 
3.1.1. Fuzzy neural network mechanism 

Fuzzy neural network is the process to handle samples fuzzily, and the samples should 
be constantly transformed into regular forms in the handling process. The mapping relation 
between input and output amount is represented by subordinate function. The input indicator 

vector is 1 2[ , , ]T
nx x x x  , ix  stands for the fuzzy variable. Suppose  1 2( ) , , , im

i i i iT x A A A   and 

1,2, ,i n  , in which, the value set of number j  of ix  is ( 1,2, , )j
i iA j m  , and suppose one 

certain fuzzy set of the domain iU  is j
iA , and ( )( 1,2, , , 1, 2, )j

i
i iA

x i n j m    is the subordinate 

function of ix  being subordinate to j
iA . The output variable is  1 2( ) , , ,

imT y B B B  , in which,

 1, 2, ,j yB j m    is the value of number j  of y , and define the fuzzy set of domain yU  is jB

, and ( )
jB y  is the subordinate function of y  being subordinate to jB [8]. 

 
 

3.1.2. Fuzzy neuron  
Like ordinary artificial neural network, fuzzy neural network is usually composed of a 

large amount of fuzzy or non-fuzzy neurons that connect together according to certain 
topological structure. Here are three basic types of fuzzy neurons. 

(1) Fuzzified neuron 
The fuzzy neuron is a kind of neuron which can quantify or standardize the observation 

or input values. In simple terms, the role of fuzzy neuron lies in transforming input values into 
the fuzzy values: 
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( )y F x                                                                                                          (6) 

 
The input value x  can either be discrete or continuous, definite or fuzzy. The output 

value is the value of the subordinate function ( )F   of one certain fuzzy set. 

(2) Defuzzification neuron 
Defuzzification neuron is the information processing unit that can transmit the output 

result represented by the “distribution value” in the form of “fixed value”. The input-output 
relationship represented by the defuzzification is: 

 

1 2( , , , )ny x x x                                                                                          (7) 

 
In which   is the defuzzification function. Common defuzzification methods include the 

maximum-taking method and the centroid-taking method. The maximum-taking method is to 
extract the point value of the “distribution value” function at the maximum point as the definite 
output value. The centroid-taking method is to extract the value of the “distribution value” 
function at the centroid point as the definite value[9]. 

(3) Fuzzy logic neuron 
Fuzzy logic neuron is the most important and most commonly used fuzzy neural 

network, and its input-output relationship is: 
 

( , )

( )

u I x w
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                                                                                                       (8) 

 
In which, 1 2( , , , ) [0,1]N

Nx x x x  is the neuron input, 1 2( , , , ) [0,1]N
N     is the 

neuron connection weight, and u  is the neuron inner state, y  is the neuron output,   is the 

neuron valve value, f  is the monotonically increasing output function, I  is the fuzzy logic 

function or fuzzy integrated function and its specific form is determined by actual condition and 
needs. For example, all the following functions can be taken as specific expression form:  

·Weighted sum function: i iu x . 

Integration by taking small first and then large: ( )i iu x   . 

·Integration by quadrature first and then taking large: ( )i iu x  . 

·Integration by quadrature first and then taking large: ( )i iu x  . 

 
 

4. Establishment Of The Image Compression Algorithm Based On Fuzzy Neural Network 
4.1. Fuzzy neural network structure 

Typical fuzzy neural network structure is as shown in Figure 1: 
(1) The first layer is input layer: the input layer node in fuzzy neural network is the 

entrance of the fuzzy information, transmitting the input information to the next layer. Each node 
in such layer respectively represents the input information ( 1, 2, , )ix i n  , therefore, the value 

of nodes in input layer is determined by the dimension of the input information, and this is 

1N n . 

(2) The second layer is fuzzification layer: the role of this layer plays in the entire 
network is to calculate the subordinate function ( 1,2, ; 1,2, , )j

i ii n j m    , in which, n is the 

dimension of the input amount. Each component has its corresponding node, that is to say, the 
node number im corresponds with the number of fuzzy classification ix . The commonly used 

Gaussian subordinate function is represented as 2exp( ( ) )i ijj
i

ij

x c





  , in which ijc  and ij  are 

the center and width of the subordinate function respectively. The total node number of this 

layer is 2
1

n

i
i

N m


  . 
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Figure 1. Fuzzy neural network structure 
 
 

(3) The third layer is the fuzzy reasoning layer: each node in the fuzzy reasoning layer 
contains certain fuzzy rules. The data fuzzified match with the fuzzy rules of the fuzzy reasoning 
layer, and at the same time, the fitness of each fuzzy rule can be measured: 
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The total nodes this layer is 3N m . The input variables are given, and the membership 

value only exists when the language variable value is nearly close to the input variable, and the 
membership value will be very small if the language variable value is quite far away from the 
input point. When membership degree is very small, such as less than 0.03, it can be 
approximated to 0, so, the output result ja  of most nodes is 0. 

(4) The fourth layer is the normalized layer: node number of this layer is 4 3N N m  . 

The function of this layer is to conduct normalized calculation towards the fitness value of the 
third layer: 
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                                                                                         (10) 

 
(5) The fifth layer is the output layer: it is also called the anti-fuzzification layer. The 

clearness of the fuzzy neural network is realized in this layer.  
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                                                                                         (11) 

 
In which, iy  is the result caused by the fuzzy neural network passes the output layer. 

The learning parameter of fuzzy neural network includes two kinds: one is the ijc  value 

of subordinate function and its ij  value; the other is ij  value of output layer of fuzzy neural 

network at the last time [10]. 
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4.2.  Establishment of the image compression algorithm based on fuzzy neural network 
4.2.1. Basic idea 

The basic idea using the mode conversion capability of multi-layer feed-forward network 
to realize the data transformation (code) is: map one group of input mode to one group of output 
mode through the middle layer (i.e. fuzzification layer, fuzzy reasoning layer and normalized 
layer), and make the output model equal to the input mode as soon as possible. The 
transformation of input layer and middle layer can be taken as the compressing and encoding 
process; and the transformation of the middle layer and output layer can be taken as the 
decoding process. Figure 2 gives a brief explanation of this idea. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 2. the basic idea of image compression based on fuzzy neural network 
 
 

Assume that the network input layer and output layer are respectively composed of 
same M  neurons, and neuron number K of the middle layer is smaller than M  Provide the 
same learning mode in the input layer and output layer(that is, the teacher mode is the input 
mode). After network studying, its underlying layer shall be able to give different encoding 
expression for each input modes among M  input modes. Its basic idea is to make the original 
data pass the waist type network bottleneck, and expect to gain relatively compact data 
expression at the network bottleneck, in order to achieve the purpose of compression. In the 
process of network learning, adjust the network weights through training and make the 
reconstruction image similar with the training image possibly in mean error sense. The trained 
network can be used to perform the data compression task, and the weighted value between 
network input layer and the middle layer is equivalent to encoder. The original image data 
transmitted from the input end is processed by the fuzzy neural network to gain the output data 
in the middle layer, and the output data is the compression code of the original image, and the 
vector of the output layer is the reconstructed image data after the compression [11]. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of image compression based on fuzzy neural network  
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Network includes the input layer, middle layer and output layer. In the learning process, 
the image data is not only sent to the input layer, but also to the output layer as the teacher 
signals. When the network is properly trained, the process from the input layer to hidden layer is 
the network encoding process, and the process from hidden layer to output layer is the network 
decoding process. The continuous network training and network weight adjustment minimize 
make the network input and output mean square error, which eventually compresses the N-
dimension vector into K-dimension vector ( )K N

. 
The algorithm steps adopted the fuzzy 

neural network to compress image are as follows: 
The algorithm flow chart is shown in Figure 4. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 4. Flow chart of image compression based on fuzzy neural network 
 
 

5. Experimental simulation and analysis 
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of this algorithm, we conduct a comparative 

contrast on the reconstructed image by Figure 5. The selected Lena image size is 512 x 512. 
Due to the image used is larger,8×8 module is used in this experiment to improve the 
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compression efficiency. We can see that the compression method based on the fuzzy neural 
network is very clear and it is hard for the human eye to find any trace of distortion. While, the 
image based on traditional BP artificial neural network has obvious module effect and it looks 
that the whole image not smooth with the subjective feeling that the image is composed of  
“grids”. This shows that the image compression based on the fuzzy neural network is stronger in 
the image compression capacity. The algorithm in this paper treats each coefficient as the 
function of the coordinate and also combines the learning, self-adaptiveness, imagination, 
recognition and fuzzy information processing. The fuzzy reasoning network training achieves 
the effect of function approximation, and the decoding end can decode directly only with the 
network weights, which effectively avoids the defect of traditional neural network in image 
compression algorithm and improves the compression performance and the subjective quality of 
reconstructed image. 

 
 

 
 

  (a) Original image 
 

 
 

                        
 

(b) Image compression method based     (c) Image compression method based 
           on fuzzy neural network                            on BP neural network  

 
Figure 5. Comparison of image compression based on different methods 

 
 

6. Conclusion 
Because most neural network models have strong ability to recognize and classify 

patterns, and this kind of pattern recognition and pattern classification ability provides a powerful 
tool to solve the pattern classification problem in image coding scheme. This paper studies 
deeply the theoretical basis, algorithm, network model and algorithm realization of the image 
compression based on the fuzzy neural network and also realizes the image compression and 
reconstruction to gain the higher compression ratio. In face of the current huge amounts of data 
storage, how to realize the situation that what we do is what we store and how to complete the 
demand analysis of human eye in the storage stage with view to largely compress the data, and 
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how to make limited space store more useful data, are what we should concern and try to 
accomplish.  
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